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Patterns for Parallel Programming (Software Patterns Series)Addison Wesley, 2004

The Parallel Programming Guide for Every Software Developer


From grids and clusters to next-generation game consoles, parallel computing is going mainstream. Innovations such as Hyper-Threading Technology, HyperTransport Technology, and multicore microprocessors from IBM, Intel, and Sun are accelerating the...
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Colour Atlas and Textbook of Human Anatomy: Nervous System and Sensory Organs v. 3Thieme Medical Publishers, 2002

	The number of students aswell as colleagues in the field who have learned neuroanatomy according to volume 3 of the color atlas has been steadily increasing. Kahle’s textbook has proved its worth. What should one do after taking on the job of carrying on with this text book, other than leaving as much as possible as it is? However, the...
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The Multiplayer Classroom: Designing Coursework as a GameCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Discover how to engage your students and raise their grades and attendance in your classroom. THE MULTIPLAYER CLASSROOM: DESIGNING COURSEWORK AS A GAME is your detailed guide to designing any structured learning experience as a game. Written for professional educators or those learning to be educators, here are the tools to engage and excite...
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From Alien To The Matrix: Reading Science Fiction FilmI. B. Tauris, 2005
    ‘I really enjoyed From Alien to The Matrix, it seemed like an incredibly necessary book – arming the geeks with tools to read films for the DVD generation – and possibly regeneration. Clear, simple text, in which an understanding of slash fiction is as important to the...
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Making WIN32 Applications MobileJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A key resource to learn how to repurpose Windows applications for handheld devices
When handheld computers were power-hungry and memory-poor, synchronizing calendars and perhaps reading e-mail were all the applications most people needed. Now that handhelds have more power than first-generation desktop computers, the opportunity to do more than...
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Packet Filtering: Catching the Cool PacketsPodbooks, 2002
This book covers the basic through advanced methods of filtering on hack traffic, ICMP traffic, IP fragments, subnet traffic and more. If you want to know how to build filters to capture specific application traffic based on its signature, this is the book for you. Includes instructions for capturing 'data theft' using signatures rather than...
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Women's Encyclopedia of Natural Medicine: Alternative Therapies and Integrative Medicine for Total Health and WellnessMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Use the power of nature to heal your body and enjoy a lifetime of good health

In Women's Encyclopedia of Natural Medicine, naturopathic physician Tori Hudson shows you how to safely and effectively combine conventional and natural medicine to maintain health and address specific medical conditions. Her...
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Knowing Fictions: Picaresque Reading in the Early Modern Hispanic World (Haney Foundation Series)University of Pennsylvania Press, 2021

	
		European exploration and conquest expanded exponentially in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and as the horizons of imperial experience grew more distant, strategies designed to convey the act of witnessing came to be a key source of textual authority. From the relación to the captivity narrative, the...
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Real World Color Management, Second EditionPeachpit Press, 2004
Every graphics professional worth his or her salt knows the importance of color management. No matter how much thought artist and client put into the color scheme for a given project, all of that work is for naught if you can't get your results to match your expectations. Enter Real World Color Management.
In this industrial-strength,...
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Personal Web Usage in the Workplace: A Guide to Effective Human Resources ManagementInformation Science Publishing, 2003
An important aspect of managing human capital in the 21st century workplace is managing the interface between humans and information technology, particularly the World Wide Web. The Web has changed not only how and where business is conducted, but also how and where work is done. Personal web usage has created many desirable organizational...
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Raising Your Spirited Child Rev Ed: A Guide for Parents Whose Child Is More Intense, Sensitive, Perceptive, Persistent, and EnergeticHarper Perennial, 2006
Newly revised, featuring the most up-to-date research, effective strategies, and real-life stories
 The spirited child—often called "difficult" or "strong-willed"—possesses traits we value in adults yet find challenging in children. Research shows that spirited kids are wired to be "more"—by...
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More Than Enough: Claiming Space for Who You Are (No Matter What They Say)Viking Adult, 2019

	INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

	

	WINNER OF THE 2020 NAACP IMAGE AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING LITERARY WORK — BIOGRAPHY/AUTOBIOGRAPHY

	

	NOW OPTIONED FOR DEVELOPMENT AS A TV SERIES BY PARAMOUNT TELEVISION STUDIOS AND ANONYMOUS CONTENT

	

	“The...
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